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8.1.16 CCL Solutions Group Ltd 

James Merritt  

 

james.merritt@cclsolutionsgroup.com  
| 01789 261 200 

36 Cygnet Court, Timothy’s Bridge Road, 
Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire, CV37 9NW 

www.cclgroupltd.com  

Company Description 

CCL Solutions Group is one of Europe’s leading digital investigation specialists, 
supporting law enforcement, government and public and private sector 
organisations nationally and internationally. It brings together digital forensics, data 
analytics, discovery and disclosure, data governance and cyber security to help 
clients find, protect and transform their data.  

Its track record and deep domain technical expertise, underscored by the most 
robust accreditation (ISO 17025, 27001 and 9001) and evidential handling 
standards, gives clients the reassurance that they are working with a trusted data 
partner. 

Vendor Offerings 

Discovery and Disclosure 

Our discovery solutions have been designed to maximise choice, minimise cost and 
optimise outcomes. They feature: 

• An end-to-end service from device acquisition to final production 

• Collections driven by the UK’s foremost digital forensics specialist 
• Processing built around the rapid ingestion of terabytes of data and R&D-led 

handling of difficult filetypes 

• The application of the very latest in Technology Assisted Review techniques 

• Leading-edge developments such as translation capability using Azure 
Cognitive Services and custom scripting 

• Agnostic fluency across the leading review platforms including Nuix and 
Relativity, plus support for analysis and review in Microsoft 365 

• Multiple review options, from secure online facilities to dedicated physical 
viewing suites to a fully CCL-managed legal review process 

Digital Forensics Investigations and Collections 

For 20 years CCL has set the pace in digital forensics for law enforcement and 
corporate investigation teams. Group company CCL Forensics remains one of only 
a handful of UK labs working to the ISO 17025 gold standard and currently has the 
broadest accredited scope of any provider in the industry.  

With the National Crime Agency, Metropolitan Police and nine of the top 10 largest 
police forces amongst its clients, CCL has invested heavily in extending that scope. 
Over 80 technicians and analysts, backed by an R&D ‘Centre of Excellence’, now 
offer the most comprehensive suite of devices, tests, tools and techniques for data 
extraction, collection and analysis - an advanced armoury in the fight against criminal 
activity, cyber-attacks and corporate bad actors. 
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Managed Review 

While some clients are happy to conduct their own evidence reviews within our 
secure suites or via secure remote access, others are looking for more. Our 
Managed Review service has been designed for those wanting to transform the 
speed, accuracy and visibility of the process, while significantly reducing cost and 
bringing in greater pricing certainty. 

It can encompass 1st Pass, 2nd Pass and Privilege phases and can even extend 
beyond that into more in-depth analysis of the matter. Our average review project 
cost can deliver 70%+ savings when compared with law firm review. 

We utilise a proprietary, proven, project management approach and stringent quality 
controls. So much of our day-to-day work is driven by the highest evidential 
standards - those that will stand up in criminal court - that process, integrity and 
compliance are implicit in everything we do. 

 

  


